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Abstra t
What is an algorithm? The interest in this foundational problem is not
only theoreti al; appli ations in lude spe i ation, validation and veri ation of software and hardware systems. We des ribe the quest to understand
and de ne the notion of algorithm. We start with the Chur h-Turing thesis
and ontrast Chur h's and Turing's approa hes, and we nish with some
re ent investigations.
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Introdu tion

In 1936, Alonzo Chur h published a bold onje ture that only re ursive fun tions
are omputable [10℄. A few months later, independently of Chur h, Alan Turing
published a powerful spe ulative proof of a similar onje ture: every omputable
real number is omputable by the Turing ma hine [54℄. Kurt Godel found Chur h's
thesis \thoroughly unsatisfa tory" but later was onvin ed by Turing's argument.
Later yet he worried about a possible aw in Turing's argument. In Se tion 2 we
re ount brie y this fas inating story, provide referen es where the reader an nd
additional details, and give remarks of our own.
By now, there is overwhelming experimental eviden e in favor of the Chur hTuring thesis. Furthermore, it is often assumed that the Chur h-Turing thesis
settled the problem of what an algorithm is. That isn't so. The thesis lari es the
notion of omputable fun tion. And there is more, mu h more to an algorithm
than the fun tion it omputes. The thesis was a great step toward understanding
algorithms, but it did not solve the problem what an algorithm is.
Further progress in foundations of algorithms was a hieved by Kolmogorov and
his student Uspensky in the 1950s [39, 40℄. The Kolmogorov ma hine with its
2

re on gurable \tape" has a ertain advantage over the Turing ma hine. The notion
of pointer ma hine was an improvement of the notion of Kolmogorov ma hine.
These issues are dis ussed in Se tion 3
This paper started as a write-up of the talk that the se ond author gave at the Kolmogorov Centennial onferen e in June 2003 in Mos ow. The talk raised several
related issues: physi s and omputation, polynomial time versions of the Turing
thesis, re ursion and algorithms. These issues are very brie y dis ussed in Se tion 4.
In 1991, the se ond author published the de nition of sequential abstra t state
ma hines (ASMs, alled evolving algebras at the time) [23℄. In 2000, he published
a de nition of sequential algorithms derived from rst prin iples [27℄. In the same
paper he proved that every sequential algorithm A is behaviorally equivalent to
some sequential ASM B . In parti ular, B simulates A step for step. In Se tion 5
we outline the approa h of [27℄.
In 1995, the se ond author published the de nition of parallel and distributed
abstra t state ma hines [25℄. The Foundations of Software Engineering group at
Mi rosoft Resear h developed an industrial strength spe i ation language AsmL
that allows one to write and exe ute parallel and distributed abstra t state mahines [2℄. In 2001, the present authors published a de nition of parallel algorithms
derived from rst prin iples as well as a proof that every parallel algorithm is equivalent to a parallel ASM [7℄. Se tion 6 is a qui k dis ussion of parallel algorithms.
The problem of de ning distributed algorithms from rst prin iples is open. In
Se tion 7 we dis uss a few related issues.
Finally let us note that foundational studies go beyond satisfying our uriosity.
Turing ma hines with their honest ounting of steps enabled omputational omplexity theory. Kolmogorov ma hines and pointer ma hines enabled better omplexity measures. Abstra t state ma hines enable pre ise exe utable spe i ations
of software systems though this story is only starting to unfold [1, 2, 9℄.
2

The Chur h-Turing thesis

2.1 Chur h + Turing

The elebrated Chur h-Turing thesis [10, 54℄ aptured the notion of omputable
fun tion. Every omputable fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers
is re ursive and omputable, in prin iple, by the Turing ma hine. The thesis has
been ri hly on rmed in pra ti e. Speaking in 1946 at the Prin eton Bi entennial
Conferen e, Godel said this [19, arti le 1946℄:
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Tarski has stressed in his le ture (and I think justly) the great importan e of the on ept of general re ursiveness (or Turing's omputability). It seems to me that this importan e is largely due to the fa t
that with this on ept one has for the rst time su eeded in giving
an absolute de nition of an interesting epistemologi al notion, i.e., one
not depending on the formalism hosen. In all other ases treated previously, su h as demonstrability or de nability, one has been able to
de ne them only relative to the given language, and for ea h individual
language it is lear that the one thus obtained is not the one looked
for. For the on ept of omputability, however, although it is merely
a spe ial kind of demonstrability or de idability, the situation is di erent. By a kind of mira le it is not ne essary to distinguish orders, and
the diagonal pro edure does not lead outside the de ned notion.
2.2 Turing

Chur h

It be ame ommon to speak about the Chur h-Turing thesis. In fa t the ontributions of Chur h and Turing are di erent, and the di eren e between them is
of importan e to us here. Chur h's thesis was a bold hypothesis about the set of
omputable fun tions. Turing analyzed what an happen during a omputation
and thus arrived at his thesis.
The notion of an e e tively al ulable fun tion from natural
numbers to natural numbers should be identi ed with that of a re ursive fun tion.

Chur h's Thesis

Chur h had in mind total fun tions [10℄. Later Kleene improved on Chur h's thesis
by extending it to partial fun tions [32℄. The fas inating history of the thesis is
re ounted in [14℄; see also [51℄.
Originally Chur h hypothesized that every e e tively al ulable fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers is de nable in his lambda al ulus. Godel didn't
buy that. In 1935, Chur h wrote to Kleene about his onversation with Godel [14,
Page 9℄.
In dis ussion [si ℄ with him the notion of lambda-de nability, it developed that there was no good de nition of e e tive al ulability. My
proposal that lambda-de nability be taken as a de nition of it he regarded as thoroughly unsatisfa tory. I replied that if he would propose
any de nition of e e tive al ulability whi h seemed even partially satisfa tory I would undertake to prove that it was in luded in lambdade nability. His only idea at the time was that it might be possible, in
4

terms of e e tive al ulability as an unde ned notion, to state a set of
axioms whi h would embody the generally a epted properties of this
notion, and to do something on this basis.
Chur h ontinued:
Evidently it o urred to him later that Herbrand's de nition of re ursiveness, whi h has no regard to e e tive al ulability, ould be modied in the dire tion of e e tive al ulability, and he made this proposal
in his le tures. At that time he did spe i ally raise the question of
the onne tion between re ursiveness in this new sense and e e tive
al ulability, but said he did not think that the two ideas ould be
satisfa torily identi ed \ex ept heuristi ally".
The le tures of Godel mentioned by Chur h were given at the Institute for Advan ed Study in Prin eton from February through May 1934. In a February 15,
1965, letter to Martin Davis, Godel wrote [14, page 8℄:
However, I was, at the time of these le tures [1934℄, not at all onvin ed
that my on ept of re ursion omprises all possible re ursions.
Soon after Godel's le tures, Chur h and Kleene proved that the Herbrand-Godel
notion of general re ursivity is equivalent to lambda de nability (as far as total
fun tions are on erned), and Chur h be ame suÆ iently onvin ed of the orre tness of his thesis to publish it. But Godel remained un onvin ed.
Indeed, why should one believe that lambda de nability aptures the notion of
omputability? The fa t that lambda de nability is equivalent to general re ursivity, and to various other formalizations of omputability that qui kly followed
Chur h's paper, proves only that Chur h's notion of lambda de nability is very
robust.
To see that a mathemati al de nition aptures the notion of omputability, one
needs an analysis of the latter. This is what Turing provided to justify his thesis.
Let  be a nite alphabet. A partial fun tion from strings
over  to strings over  is e e tively al ulable if and only if it is omputable by
a Turing ma hine.

Turing's Thesis

Turing designed his ma hine to ompute real numbers but the version of the Turing ma hine that be ame popular works with strings in a xed
alphabet. Hen e our formulation of Turing's thesis.

Remark 2.1

5

Turing analyzed a omputation performed by a human omputer. He made a
number of simplifying without-loss-of-generality assumptions. Here are some of
them. The omputer writes on graph paper; furthermore, the usual graph paper
an be repla ed with a tape divided into squares. The omputer uses only a nite
number of symbols, a single symbol in a square. \The behavior of the omputer
at any moment is determined by the symbols whi h he is observing, and his `state
of mind' at that moment". There is a bound on the number of symbols observed
at any one moment. \We will also suppose that the number of states of mind
whi h need to be taken into a ount is nite...If we admitted an in nity of states
of mind, some of them will be `arbitrarily lose' and will be onfused". He ends
up with a Turing ma hine simulating the original omputation. Essentially Turing
derived his thesis from more or less obvious rst prin iples though he didn't state
those rst prin iples arefully.
\It seems that only after Turing's formulation appeared," writes Kleene in [33, Page
61℄, \did Godel a ept Chur h's thesis, whi h had then be ome the Chur h-Turing
thesis." \Turing's arguments," he adds in [34, Page 48℄, \eventually persuaded
him."
Chur h's lambda al ulus was destined to play an important role in programming
theory. The mathemati ally elegant Herbrand-Godel-Kleene notion of partial reursive fun tions served as a springboard for many developments in re ursion theory. The Turing ma hine gave us honest step ounting and be ame eventually the
foundation of omplexity theory.
2.3 Remarks on Turing's analysis

Very qui kly the Chur h-Turing thesis a quired the status of a widely shared belief.
Meantime Godel grew skepti al of at least one aspe t of Turing's analysis. In a
remark published after his death, Godel writes this [19, arti le 1972a, page 306℄.
Turing in his [54, page 250℄,
gives an argument whi h is supposed to show that mental pro edures
annot go beyond me hani al pro edures. However, this argument is
in on lusive. What Turing disregards ompletely is the fa t that mind,
in its use, is not stati , but onstantly developing, i.e. that we understand abstra t terms more and more pre isely as we go on using them,
and that more and more abstra t terms enter the sphere of our understanding. There may exist systemati methods of a tualizing this
development, whi h ould form part of the pro edure. Therefore, although at ea h stage the number and pre ision of the abstra t terms at
our disposal may be nite, both (and therefore, also Turing's number
of distinguishable states of mind ) may onverge toward in nity in the
A philosophi al error in Turing's work.
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ourse of the appli ation of the pro edure.
Godel was extremely areful in his published work. It is not lear whether the
remark in question was intended for publi ation as is. In any ase, the question
whether mental pro edures an go beyond me hani al pro edures is beyond the
s ope of this paper, whi h fo uses on algorithms. Furthermore, as far as we an
see, Turing did not intend to show that mental pro edures annot go beyond
me hani al pro edures. The expression \state of mind" was just a useful metaphor
that ould be and in fa t was eliminated: \we avoid introdu ing the `state of mind'
by onsidering a more physi al and de nite ounterpart of it" [54, Page 253℄.
But let us onsider the possibility that Godel didn't speak about biology either,
that he ontinued to use Turing's metaphor and worried that Turing's analysis does
not apply to some algorithms. Can an algorithm learn from its own experien e,
be ome more sophisti ated and thus ompute a real number that is not omputable
by the Turing ma hine? Note that the learning pro ess in question is highly unusual
be ause it involves no intera tion with the environment. (On the other hand, it
is hard to stop brains from intera ting with the environment.) Godel gives two
examples \illustrating the situation", both aimed at logi ians.
Note that something like this indeed seems to happen in the pro ess of
forming stronger and stronger axioms of in nity in set theory. This proess, however, today is far from being suÆ iently understood to form
a well-de ned pro edure. It must be admitted that the onstru tion
of a well-de ned pro edure whi h ould a tually be arried out (and
would yield a non-re ursive number-theoreti fun tion) would require a
substantial advan e in our understanding of the basi on epts of mathemati s. Another example illustrating the situation is the pro ess of
systemati ally onstru ting, by their distinguished sequen es n ! ,
all re ursive ordinals of the se ond number- lass.
The logi ommunity has not been swayed. \I think it is pie in the sky!" wrote
Kleene [34, page 51℄. Here is a more expansive rea tion of his [34, page 50℄.
But, as I have said, our idea of an algorithm has been su h that, in over
two thousand years of examples, it has separated ases when mathemati ians have agreed that a given pro edure onstitutes an algorithm
from ases in whi h it does not. Thus algorithms have been pro edures that mathemati ians an des ribe ompletely to one another in
advan e of their appli ation for various hoi es of the arguments. How
ould someone des ribe ompletely to me in a nite interview a pro ess
for nding the values of a number-theoreti fun tion, the exe ution of
whi h pro ess for various arguments would be keyed to more than the
7

nite subset of our mental states that would have developed by the
end of the interview, though the total number of mental states might
onverge to in nity if we were immortal? Thus Godel's remarks do not
shake my belief in the Chur h-Turing thesis ...

If Godel's remarks are intended to atta k the Chur h-Turing thesis, then the atta k
is a long shot indeed. On the other hand, we disagree with Kleene that the notion
of algorithm is that well understood. In fa t the notion of algorithm is ri her these
days than it was in Turing's days. And there are algorithms, of modern and lassi al varieties, not overed dire tly by Turing's analysis, for example, algorithms
that intera t with their environments, algorithms whose inputs are abstra t stru tures, and geometri or, more generally, non-dis rete algorithms. We look brie y
at the three examples just mentioned.
This is a broad lass. It in ludes randomized algorithms; you need the environment to provide random bits. It in ludes asyn hronous
algorithms; the environment in uen es a tion timing. It in ludes nondeterministi
algorithms as well [27, se tion 9.1℄. Clearly, intera tive algorithms are not overed by Turing's analysis. And indeed an intera tive algorithm an ompute a
non-re ursive fun tion. (The nondeterministi Turing ma hines, de ned in omputation theory ourses, are known to ompute only partial re ursive fun tions.
But a parti ular omputation of su h a ma hine annot in general be simulated by
a deterministi Turing ma hine.)
Intera tive algorithms

Computing with abstra t stru tures Consider the following algorithm P
that, given a nite onne ted graph G = (V; E ) with a distinguished vertex s,
omputes the maximum distan e of any vertex from s.
A
B
C
D

S := fsg and r := 0.

If S = V then halt and output r.
If S 6= V then S := S [ fy : 9x (x 2 S ^ E (x; y))g and r := r + 1.
Go to B.

is a parallel algorithm. Following Turing's analysis we have to break the assignment S := fy : 9x (x 2 S ^ E (x; y))g into small tasks of bounded omplexity,
e.g. by going systemati ally though every x 2 S and every neighbor y of x. But
how will the algorithm go through all x 2 S ? The graph G is not ordered. A
nondeterministi algorithm an pi k an arbitrary vertex and de lare it the rst
P
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vertex, pi k one of the remaining verti es and de lare it the se ond vertex, et .
But a deterministi algorithm annot do that.
Algorithms like P are not overed dire tly by Turing's analysis. But there is an
easy pat h if you don't are about resour es and use parallelism. Let n be the
number of verti es. In parallel, the desired algorithm orders the verti es in all n!
possible ways and then arries on all n! omputations.
Turing dealt with dis rete omputations. His
analysis does not apply dire tly e.g. to the lassi al, geometri al ruler-and- ompass
algorithms. The parti ular ase of ruler-and- ompass algorithms an be taken are
of; su h algorithms do not allow you to ompute a non-re ursive fun tion [36℄. In
general, however, it is not lear how to extend Turing's analysis to non-dis rete
algorithms.
Non-dis rete omputations

3

Kolmogorov ma hines and pointer ma hines

The problem of the absolute de nition of algorithm was atta ked again in 1953 by
Andrei N. Kolmogorov; see the one-page abstra t [39℄ of his Mar h 17, 1953, talk
at the Mos ow Mathemati al So iety. Kolmogorov spelled out his intuitive ideas
about algorithms. For brevity, we express them in our own words (rather than
translate literally).
 An algorithmi pro ess splits into steps whose omplexity is bounded in





advan e, i.e., the bound is independent of the input and the urrent state of
the omputation.
Ea h step onsists of a dire t and immediate transformation of the urrent
state.
This transformation applies only to the a tive part of the state and does not
alter the remainder of the state.
The size of the a tive part is bounded in advan e.
The pro ess runs until either the next step is impossible or a signal says the
solution has been rea hed.

In addition to these intuitive ideas, Kolmogorov gave a one-paragraph sket h of a
new omputation model. The ideas of [39℄ were developed in the arti le [40℄ written
by Kolmogorov together with his student Vladimir A. Uspensky. The Kolmogorov
ma hine model an be thought of as a generalization of the Turing ma hine model
9

where the tape is a dire ted graph of bounded in-degree and bounded out-degree.
The verti es of the graph orrespond to Turing's squares; ea h vertex has a olor
hosen from a xed nite palette of vertex olors; one of the verti es is the urrent
omputation enter. Ea h edge has a olor hosen from a xed nite palette of
edge olors; distin t edges from the same node have di erent olors. The program
has this form: repla e the vi inity U of a xed radius around the entral node by
a new vi inity W that depends on the isomorphism type of the digraph U with
the olors and the distinguished entral vertex. Contrary to Turing's tape whose
topology is xed, Kolmogorov's \tape" is re on gurable.
We took liberties in des ribing Kolmogorov ma hines. Kolmogorov
and Uspensky require that the tape graph is symmetri | for every edge (x; y)
there is an edge (y; x). The more liberal model is a bit easer to des ribe. And the
symmetry requirement is inessential in the following sense: any ma hine of either
kind an be step-for-step simulated by a ma hine of the other kind.

Remark 3.1

Like Turing ma hines, Kolmogorov ma hines ompute fun tions from strings to
strings; we skip the des ription of the input and output onventions. In the footnote to the arti le title, Kolmogorov and Uspensky write that they just wanted
to analyze the existing de nitions of the notions of omputable fun tions and algorithms and to onvin e themselves that there is no hidden way to extend the
notion of omputable fun tion. Indeed, Kolmogorov ma hines ompute exa tly
Turing omputable fun tions. It seems, however, that they were more ambitious.
Here is a somewhat liberal translation from [40, page 16℄.
To simplify the des ription of algorithms, we introdu ed some onventions that are not intrinsi to the general idea, but it seems to us that
the generality of the proposed de nition remains plausible in spite of
the onventions. It seems plausible to us that an arbitrary algorithmi
pro ess satis es our de nition of algorithms. We would like to emphasize that we are talking not about a redu tion of an arbitrary algorithm
to an algorithm in the sense of our de nition but that every algorithm
essentially satis es the proposed de nition.
In this onne tion the se ond author formulated a Kolmogorov-Uspensky thesis
[22, page 227℄: \every omputation, performing only one restri ted lo al a tion at
a time, an be viewed as (not only being simulated by, but a tually being) the
omputation of an appropriate KU ma hine". Uspensky on urred [55, page 396℄.
Kolmogorov's approa h proved to be fruitful. It led to a more realisti omplexity theory. For example, given a string x, a Kolmogorov ma hine an build a
binary tree over x and then move fast about x. Leonid Levin used a universal
Kolmogorov ma hine to onstru t his algorithm for NP problems that is optimal
10

up to a multipli ative onstant [41, 22℄. The up-to-a-multipli ative- onstant form
is not believed to be a hievable for the multitape Turing ma hine model popular in
theoreti al omputer s ien e. Similarly, the lass of fun tions omputable in nearly
linear time n(log n)O(1) on Kolmogorov ma hines remains the same if Kolmogorov
ma hines are repla ed e.g. by various random a ess omputers in the literature; it
is not believed, however, that the usual multitape Turing ma hines have the same
power [29℄.
Kolmogorov ma hines allow one to do reasonable omputations in reasonable time.
This may have provoked Kolmogorov to ask new questions. \Kolmogorov ran a
omplexity seminar in the 50s or early 60s," wrote Leonid Levin, a student of Kolmogorov, to us [42℄. \He asked if ommon tasks, like integer multipli ation, require
ne essarily as mu h time as used by ommon algorithms, in this ase quadrati
time. Unexpe tedly, Karatsuba redu ed the power to log2(3) [31℄." (Readers interested in fast integer multipli ation are referred to [38℄.)
It is not lear to us how Kolmogorov thought of the tape graph. One hypothesis
is that edges re e t physi al loseness. This hypothesis ollides with the fa t that
our physi al spa e is nite-dimensional. As one of us remarked earlier [27, page
81℄, \In a nite-dimensional Eu lidean spa e, the volume of a sphere of radius n
is bounded by a polynomial of n. A ordingly, one might expe t a polynomial
bound on the number of verti es in any vi inity of radius n (in the graph theoreti
sense) of any state of a given KU ma hine, but in fa t su h a vi inity may ontain
exponentially many verti es."
Another hypothesis is that edges are some kind of hannels. This hypothesis too
ollides with the fa t that our physi al spa e is nite-dimensional.
Probably the most natural approa h would be to think of informational rather
than physi al edges. If vertex a ontains information about the whereabouts of
b, draw an edge from a to b. It is reasonable to assume that the amount of
information stored at every single vertex a is bounded, and so the out-degree of
the tape graph is bounded. It is also reasonable to allow more and more verti es
to have information about b as the omputation pro eeds, so that the in-degree of
the tape graph is unbounded. This brings us to S honhage ma hines. These an
be seen as Kolmogorov ma hines (in the version with dire ted edges) ex ept that
only the out-degrees are required to be bounded. The in-degrees an depend on
the input and, even for a parti ular input, an grow during the omputation.
\In 1970 the present author introdu ed a new ma hine model ( f. [47℄) now alled
storage modi ation ma hine (SMM)," writes S honhage in [48℄, \and posed the
intuitive thesis that this model possesses extreme exibility and should therefore serve as a basis for an adequate notion of time omplexity." In arti le
[48℄, S honhage gave \a omprehensive presentation of our present knowledge
of SMMs". In parti ular, he proved that SMMs are \real-time equivalent" to
11

su essor RAMs (random a ess ma hines whose only arithmeti al operation is
n 7! n + 1). The following de nitions appear in [48, page 491℄.
De nition 3.2 A ma hine M 0 is said to simulate another ma hine M \in real
time", denoted M !r M 0 , if there is a onstant su h that for every input sequen e
x the following holds: if x auses M to read an input symbol, or to print an output
symbol, or to halt at time steps 0 = t0 < t1 <    < tl , respe tively, then x auses
M 0 to a t in the very same way with regard to those external a tions at time steps
0 = t00 < t01 <    < t0l where t0j t0j 1  (tj tj 1) for 1  j  l. For ma hine
lasses M; M0 real time redu ibility M !r M0 is de ned
by the ondition that for
ea h M 2 M there exists an M 0 2 M0 su h that M !r M 0 . Real time equivalen e

M $r M0 means M !r M0 and M0 !r M. 

Dima Grigoriev proved that Turing ma hines annot simulate Kolmogorov mahines in real time [21℄.
S honhage introdu ed a pre ise language for programming his ma hines and omplained that the Kolmogorov-Uspensky des ription of Kolmogorov ma hines is
lumsy. For our purposes here, however, it is simplest to des ribe S honhage mahines as generalized Kolmogorov ma hines where the in-degree of the tape graph
may be unbounded. It is still an open problem whether S honhage ma hines are
real time redu ible to Kolmogorov ma hines.
S honhage states his thesis as follows: \M !r SMM holds for all atomisti ma hine
models M."
S honhage writes that Donald E. Knuth \brought to his attention that the SMM
model oin ides with a spe ial type of `linking automata' brie y explained in volume one of his book ( f. [37, pages 462-463℄) in 1968 already. Now he suggests
alling them `pointer ma hines' whi h, in fa t, seems to be the adequate name
for these automata." Note that Kolmogorov ma hines also modify their storage.
But the name \pointer ma hine" ts Knuth-S honhage ma hines better than it
ts Kolmogorov ma hines.
A su essor RAM is a ni e example of a pointer ma hine. Its tape graph onsists
of natural numbers and a ouple of spe ial registers. Ea h spe ial register has only
one pointer, whi h points to a natural number that is intuitively the ontent of the
register. Every natural number n has only a pointer to n + 1, a pointer to another
natural number that is intuitively the ontent of register n, and a pointer to every
spe ial register.
The notion of pointer ma hine seems an improvement over the notion of Kolmogorov ma hine to us (and of ourse the notion of Kolmogorov ma hine was an
improvement over the notion of Turing ma hine). And the notion of pointer mahine proved to be useful in the analysis of the time omplexity of algorithms. In
12

that sense it was su essful. It is less lear how mu h of an advan e all these developments were from the point of view of absolute de nitions. The pointer ma hine
re e ted the omputer ar hite ture of real omputers of the time. (The modern
tenden y is to make omputers with several CPUs, entral pro essing units, that
run asyn hronously.)
In an in uential 1979 arti le, Tarjan used the term \pointer mahine" in a wider sense [53℄. This wider notion of pointer ma hines has be ome
better known in omputer s ien e than the older notion.

Remark 3.3

4

Related issues

We mention a few issues tou hed upon in the talk that was the pre ursor of this
paper. It is beyond the s ope of this paper to develop these issues in any depth.
4.1 Physi s and omputations

What kind of omputations an be arried out in our physi al universe? We are
not talking about what fun tions are omputable. The question is what algorithms
are physi ally exe utable. We don't expe t a de nitive answer soon, if ever. It
is important, however, to put things into perspe tive. Many omputer s ien e
on erns are above the level of physi s. It would be great if quantum physi s
allowed us to fa tor numbers fast, but this probably will not greatly in uen e
programming language theory.
Here are some interesting referen es.
 Robin Gandy attempted to derive Turing's thesis from a number of \prin i-

ples for me hanisms" [17℄. Wilfried Sieg ontinues this line of resear h [52℄.
 David Deuts h [15℄ designed a universal quantum omputer that is supposed
to be able to simulate the behavior of any nite physi al system. Gandy's approa h is riti ized in [16, pages 280{281℄. Deuts h's approa h and quantum
omputers in general are riti ized in [43, Se tion 2℄.
 Charles H. Bennett and Rolf Landauer pose in [3℄ important problems related
to the fundamental physi al limits of omputation.
 Marian Boykan Pour-El and Ian Ri hards [45℄ investigate the extent to whi h
omputability is preserved by fundamental onstru tions of analysis, su h as
those used in lassi al and quantum theories of physi s.
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4.2 Polynomial time Turing's thesis

There are several versions of the polynomial time Turing's thesis dis ussed in theoreti al omputer s ien e. For simpli ity, we restri t attention to de ision problems.
To justify the interest in the lass P of problems solvable in polynomial time by
a Turing ma hine, it is often de lared that a problem is feasible (= pra ti ally
solvable) if and only if it is in P. Complexity theory tells us that there are P
problems unsolvable in time n1000 . A more reasonable thesis is that a \natural
problem" is feasible if and only if it is in P. At the 1991 Annual Meeting of the
Asso iation of Symboli Logi , Steve Cook argued in favor of that thesis, and the
se ond author argued against it. Some of the arguments an be found in [11℄ and
[24℄ respe tively.
A related but di erent version of the polynomial time Turing thesis is that a problem is in P if it an be solved in polynomial time at all, by any means. The
presumed reason is that any polynomial time omputation an be polynomial time
simulated by a Turing ma hine (so that the omputation time of the Turing mahine is bounded by a polynomial of the omputation time of the given omputing
devi e). Indeed, most \reasonable" omputation models are known to be polytime
equivalent to the Turing ma hine. \As to the obje tion that Turing ma hines predated all of these models," says Steve Cook [12℄, \I would reply that models based
on RAMs are inspired by real omputers, rather than Turing ma hines."
Quantum omputer models an fa tor arbitrary integers in polynomial time [50℄,
and it is not believed that quantum omputers an be polynomial time simulated
by Turing ma hines. For the believers in quantum omputers, it is more natural
to speak about probabilisti Turing ma hines. We quote from [4℄.
Just as the theory of omputability has its foundations in the Chur hTuring thesis, omputational omplexity theory rests upon a modern
strengthening of this thesis, whi h asserts that any \reasonable" model
of omputation an be eÆ iently simulated on a probabilisti Turing
Ma hine (an eÆ ient simulation is one whose running time is bounded
by some polynomial in the running time of the simulated ma hine).
Here, we take reasonable to mean in prin iple physi ally realizable.
Turing's analysis does not automati ally justify any of these new theses. (Nor
does it justify, for example, the thesis that polynomial time intera tive Turing
ma hines apture polynomial time intera tive algorithms.) Can any of the theses
dis ussed above be derived from rst prin iples? One an analyze Turing's original
justi ation of his thesis and see whether all the redu tions used by Turing are
polynomial time redu tions. But one has to worry also about algorithms not
overed dire tly by Turing's analysis.
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4.3 Re ursion

A ording to Yiannis Mos hovakis, an algorithm is a \re ursor", a monotone operator over partial fun tions whose least xed point in ludes (as one omponent)
the fun tion that the algorithm omputes [44℄. He proposes a parti ular language
for de ning re ursors. A de nition may use various givens: fun tions or re ursors.
Mos hovakis gives few examples and they are all small ones. The approa h does
not seem to s ale to algorithms intera ting with an unknown environment. A posteriori the approa h applies to well understood lasses of algorithms. Consider
for example non-intera tive sequential or parallel abstra t state ma hines (ASMs)
dis ussed below in Se tions 5 and 6. Su h an ASM has a program for doing a
single step. There is an impli it iteration loop: repeat the step until, if ever, the
omputation terminates. Consider an operator that, given an initial segment of
a omputation, augments it by another step (unless the omputation has terminated). This operator an be seen as a re ursor. Of ourse the re ursion advo ates
may not like su h a re ursor be ause they prefer stateless ways.
We are not aware of any way to derive from rst prin iples the thesis that algorithms are re ursors.
5

Formalization of sequential algorithms

Is it possible to apture (= formalize) sequential algorithms on their natural levels
of abstra tion? Furthermore, is there one ma hine model that aptures all sequential algorithms on their natural levels of abstra tion? A ording to [27℄, the answer
to both questions is yes. We outline the approa h of [27℄ and put forward a slight
but useful generalization.
As a running example of a sequential algorithm, we use a version Eu of Eu lid's algorithm that, given two natural numbers, omputes their greatest ommon divisor
d.
1. Set a = Input1, b = Input2.
2. If a = 0 then set d = b and go to 1
else set a, b = b mod a, a respe tively and go to 2.

Initially Eu waits for the user to provide natural numbers Input1 and Input2.
The assignment on the last line is simultaneous. If, for instan e, a = 6 and b = 9
in the urrent state then a = 3 and b = 6 in the next state.
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5.1 Sequential Time Postulate

A sequential algorithm an be viewed as a nite or in nite state automaton.
Postulate 1 (Sequential Time) A sequential algorithm A is asso iated with

S (A) whose members are alled states of A,
a nonempty1subset I (A) of S (A) whose members are alled initial states of




a nonempty set



a map A : S (A)

A, and

! S (A)

alled the

one-step transformation of A.

The postulate ignores nal states [27, se tion 3.3.2℄. We are interested in runs
where the steps of the algorithm are interleaved with the steps of the environment.
A step of the environment onsists in hanging the urrent state of the algorithm
to any other state. In parti ular it an hange the \ nal" state to a non- nal state.
To make the one-step transformation total, assume that the algorithm performs
an idle step in the \ nal" states. Clearly Eu is a sequential time algorithm. The
environment of Eu in ludes the user who provides input numbers (and is expe ted
to take note of the answers).
This sequential-time postulate allows us to de ne a ne notion of behavioral equivalen e.
Two sequential time algorithms are behaviorally equivalent if they
have the same states, the same initial states and the same one-step transformation.

De nition 5.1

The behavioral equivalen e is too ne for many purposes but it is ne essary for
the following.
Corollary 5.2 If algorithms A and B are behaviorally equivalent then B step-forstep simulates A in any environment.

The step-for-step hara ter of simulation is important. Consider a typi al distributed system. The agents are sequential-time but the system is not. The system guarantees the atomi ity of any single step of any agent but not of a sequen e
of agent's steps. Let A be the algorithm exe uted by one of the agents. If the
simulating algorithm B makes two steps to simulate one step of A then another
agent an sneak in between the two steps of B and spoil the simulation.

1 In [27℄, I (A) and S (A) were not required to be nonempty. But an algorithm without an
initial state ouldn't be run, so is it really an algorithm? We therefore add \nonempty" to the
postulate here.
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5.2 Small-step algorithms

An obje t that satis es the sequential-time postulate doesn't have to be an algorithm. In addition we should require that there is a program for the one-step
transformation. This requirement is hard to apture dire tly. It will follow from
other requirements in the approa h of [27℄.
Further, a sequential-time algorithm is not ne essarily a sequential algorithm. For
example, the algorithm P in subse tion 2.3 is not sequential. The property that
distinguishes sequential algorithms among all sequential-time algorithms is that
the steps are of bounded omplexity. The algorithms analyzed by Turing in [54℄
were sequential:
The behavior of the omputer at any moment is determined by the
symbols whi h he is observing and his `state of mind' at that moment.
We may suppose that there is a bound B to the number of symbols or
squares whi h the omputer an observe at one moment. If he wishes
to observe more, he must use su essive observations. We will also
suppose that the number of states of mind whi h need be taken into
a ount is nite.
The algorithms analyzed by Kolmogorov in [39℄ are also sequential: \An algorithmi pro ess is divided into separate steps of limited omplexity."
These days there is a tenden y to use the term \sequential algorithm" in the wider
sense of the ontrary of the notion of a distributed algorithm. That is, \sequential"
often means what we have alled \sequential-time". So we use the term \smallstep algorithm" as a synonym for the term \sequential algorithms" in its traditional
meaning.
5.3 Abstra t State Postulate

How does one apture the restri tion that the steps of a small-step algorithms are
of bounded omplexity? How does one measure the omplexity of a single-step
omputation? A tually we prefer to think of bounded work instead of bounded
omplexity. The work that a small-step algorithm performs at any single step is
bounded, and the bound depends only on the algorithm and does not depend on
input. This omplexity-to-work reformulation does not make the problem easier
of ourse. How does one measure the work that the algorithm does during a step?
The algorithm-as-a-state-automaton point of view is too simplisti to address the
problem. We need to know more about what the states are. Fortunately this
question an be answered.
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Postulate 2 (Abstra t State)

 States of a sequential algorithm A are rst-order stru tures.
 All states of A have the same vo abulary.
 The one-step transformation A does not hange the base set of any state.
 S (A) and I (A) are losed under isomorphisms. Further, any isomorphism
from a state X onto a state Y is also an isomorphism from A (X ) onto
A (Y ).

The notion of rst-order stru ture is well-known in mathemati al logi [49℄. We
use the following onventions:
 Every vo abulary ontains the following logi

the equality sign, the
nullary relation symbols true and false, and the usual Boolean onne tives.
 Every vo abulary ontains the nullary fun tion symbol undef.
 Some vo abulary symbols may be marked stati . The remaining symbols are
marked external or dynami or both2. All logi symbols are stati .
 In every stru ture, true is distin t from false and undef, the equality sign
has its standard meaning, and the Boolean onne tives have their standard
meanings on Boolean arguments.
symbols:

The symbols true and false allow us to treat relation symbols as spe ial fun tion
symbols. The symbol undef allows us to deal with partial fun tions; re all that
rst-order stru tures have only total fun tions. The stati fun tions (that is the
interpretations of the stati fun tion symbols) do not hange during the omputation. The algorithm an hange only the dynami fun tions. The environment
an hange only the external fun tions.
It is easy to see that higher-order stru tures are also rst-order stru tures (though
higher-order logi s are ri her than rst-order logi ). We refer to [27℄ for justi ation of the abstra t-state postulate. Let us just note that the experien e of the
ASM ommunity on rms that rst-order stru tures suÆ e to des ribe any stati
mathemati al situation [1℄.
It is often said that a state is given by the values of its variables. We take this
literally. Any state of a sequential algorithm should be uniquely determined (in
2 This

useful lassi ation, used in [23, 25℄ and in ASM appli ations, was omitted in [27℄
be ause it wasn't ne essary there. The omission allowed the following pathology in the ase
when there is a nite bound on the size of the states of A. The one-step transformation may
hange the values of true and false and modify appropriately the interpretations of the equality
relation and the Boolean onne tives.
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the spa e of all states of the algorithm) by the interpretations of the dynami and
external fun tion symbols.
What is the vo abulary (of the states) of Eu ? In addition to the logi symbols,
it ontains the nullary fun tion symbols 0, a, b, d, Input1, Input2 and the
binary fun tion symbol mod. But what about labels 1 and 2? Eu has an impli it
program ounter. We have some freedom in making it expli it. One possibility is
to introdu e a Boolean variable, that is a nullary relational symbol, initialize
that takes value true exa tly in those states where Eu onsumes inputs. The
only dynami symbols are a, b, d, initialize, and the only external symbols
are Input1, Input2.
5.4 Bounded Exploration Postulate and the de nition of
sequential algorithms

Let A be an algorithm of vo abulary  and let X be a state of A. A lo ation `
of X is given by a dynami fun tion symbol f in  of some arity j and a j -tuple
a = (a1 ; : : : ; aj ) of elements of X . The ontent of ` is the value f (a).
An (atomi ) update of X is given by a lo ation ` and an element b of X and denoted
simply (`; b). It is the a tion of repla ing the urrent ontent a of ` with b.
By the abstra t-state postulate, the one-step transformation preserves the set of
lo ations, so the state X and the state X 0 = A(X ) have the same lo ations. It
follows that X 0 is obtained from X by exe uting the following set of updates:
(X ) = f(`; b) : b = ContentX (`) 6= ContentX (`)g
0

If A is Eu and X is the state where a = 6 and b = 9 then (X ) = f(a; 3); (b; 6)g.
If Y is a state of A where a = b = 3 then (Y ) = f(a; 0)g.
Now we are ready to formulate the nal postulate. Let X; Y be arbitrary states of
the algorithm A.
Postulate 3 (Bounded Exploration) There exists a nite set T of terms in the
vo abulary of A su h that (X ) = (Y ) whenever every term t 2 T has the same
value in X and Y .

In the ase of Eu , the term set ftrue; false; 0; a; b; d; b mod a; initializeg is a
bounded-exploration witness.
A sequential algorithm is an obje t A that satis es the sequentialtime, abstra t-state and bounded-exploration postulates.

De nition 5.3
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5.5 Sequential ASMs and the hara terization theorem

The notion of a sequential ASM rule of a vo abulary  is de ned by indu tion. In
the following de nition, all fun tion symbols (in luding relation symbols) are in 
and all terms are rst-order terms.
If f is a j -ary dynami fun tion symbol and t0 ; : : : ; tj are rstorder terms then the following is a rule:
f (t1 ; : : : ; tj ) := t0 .
Let ' be a Boolean-valued term, that is ' has the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tj ) where f is a
relation symbol. If P1; P2 are rules then so is
De nition 5.4

if

' then P1 else P2 .

If P1; P2 are rules then so is
do in-parallel
P1
P2

The semanti s of rules is pretty obvious but we have to de ide what happens if
the onstituents of the do in-parallel rule produ e ontradi tory updates. In
that ase the exe ution is aborted. For a more formal de nition, we refer the
reader to [27℄. Synta ti ally, a sequential ASM program is just a rule; but the
rule determines only single steps of the program and is supposed to be iterated.
Every sequential ASM program P gives rise to a map P (X ) = Y where X; Y are
rst-order -stru tures.
A sequential ASM B of vo abulary  is given by a sequential
ASM program  of vo abulary , a nonempty set S (B ) of -stru tures losed
under isomorphisms and under the map , a nonempty subset I (B )  S (B ) that
is losed under isomorphisms, and the map B whi h is the restri tion of  to
S (B ).

De nition 5.5

Now we are ready to formulate the theorem of this se tion.
Theorem 5.6 (ASM Chara terization of Small-Step Algorithms) For every sequential algorithm A there is a sequential abstra t state ma hine B behaviorally equivalent to A. In parti ular, B simulates A step for step.

If A is our old friend Eu , then the program of the desired ASM B ould be this.
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if initialize then
do in-parallel
a := Input1
b := Input2
initialize := false
else
if a = 0 then
do in-parallel
d := b
initialize := true
else
do in-parallel
a := b mod a
b := a

We have dis ussed only deterministi sequential algorithms. Nondeterminism impli itly appeals to the environment to make the hoi es that annot be algorithmi ally pres ribed [27℄. On e nondeterminism is available, lassi al ruler-andompass onstru tions an be regarded as nondeterministi ASMs operating on a
suitable stru ture of geometri obje ts.
A riti al examination of [27℄ is found in [46℄.
6

Formalization of parallel algorithms

En ouraged by the su ess in apturing the notion of sequential algorithms in
[27℄, we \atta ked" parallel algorithms in [7℄. The atta k su eeded. We gave
an axiomati de nition of parallel algorithms and he ked that the known (to us)
parallel algorithm models satisfy the axioms. We de ned pre isely a version of
parallel abstra t state ma hines, a variant of the notion of parallel ASMs from
[25℄, and we he ked that our parallel ASMs satisfy the de nitions of parallel
algorithms. And we proved the hara terization theorem for parallel algorithms:
every parallel algorithm is behaviorally equivalent to a parallel ASM.
The s ope of this paper does not allow us to spell out the axiomatization of parallel ASMs, whi h is more involved than the axiomatization of sequential ASMs
des ribed in the previous se tion. We just explain what kind of parallelism we
have in mind, say a few words about the axioms, say a few words about the parallel ASMs, and formulate the hara terization theorem. The interested reader is
invited to read | riti ally! | the paper [7℄. More s rutiny of that paper is highly
desired.
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6.1 What parallel algorithms?

The term \parallel algorithm" is used for a number of di erent notions in the literature. We have in mind sequential-time algorithms that an exhibit unbounded
parallelism but only bounded sequentiality within a single step. Bounded sequentiality means that there is an a priori bound on the lengths of sequen es of events
within any one step of the algorithm that must o ur in a spe i ed order. To distinguish this notion of parallel algorithms, we all su h parallel algorithms wide-step.
Intuitively the width is the amount of parallelism. The \step" in \wide-step"
alludes to sequential time.
Wide-step algorithms are also bounded-depth where the depth is
intuitively the amount of sequentiality in a single step; this gives rise to a possible
alternative name shallow-step algorithms for wide-step algorithms. Note that the
name \parallel" emphasizes the potential rather than restri tions; in the same
spirit, we hoose \wide-step" over \shallow-step".

Remark 6.1

Here is an example of a wide-step algorithm that, given a dire ted graph G =
(V; E ), marks the well-founded part of G. Initially no vertex is marked.
1. For every vertex x do the following.
If every vertex y with an edge to x is marked
then mark x as well.
2. Repeat step 1 until no new verti es are marked.

6.2 A few words on the axioms for wide-step algorithms

Adapt the sequential-time postulate, the de nition of behavioral equivalen e and
the abstra t-state postulate to parallel algorithms simply by repla ing \sequential"
with \parallel". The bounded-exploration postulate, on the other hand, spe i ally des ribes sequential algorithms. The work that a parallel algorithm performs
within a single step an be unbounded. We must drop the bounded-exploration
postulate and assume, in its pla e, an axiom or axioms spe i ally designed for
parallelism.
A key observation is that a parallel omputation onsists of a number of pro esses
running (not surprisingly) in parallel. The onstituent pro esses an be parallel as
well. But if we analyze the omputation far enough then we arrive at pro esses,
whi h we all pro lets, that satisfy the bounded-exploration postulate. Several
postulates des ribe how the pro lets ommuni ate with ea h other and how they
produ e updates. And there is a postulate requiring some bound d (depending
only on the algorithm) for the amount of sequentiality in the program. The length
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of any sequen e of events that must o ur in a spe i ed order within any one step
of the algorithm is at most d.
There are several omputation models for wide-step algorithms in the literature.
The two most known models are Boolean ir uits and PRAMs [35℄. (PRAM stands
for \Parallel Random A ess Ma hines".) These two models and some other models
of wide-step algorithms that o urred to us or to the referees are shown to satisfy
the wide-step postulates in [7℄.
6.3 Wide-step abstra t state ma hines

Parallel abstra t state ma hines were de ned in [25℄. Various semanti al issues
were elaborated later in [26℄. A simple version of parallel ASMs was explored in
[8℄; these ASMs an be alled BGS ASMs. We des ribe, up to an isomorphism, an
arbitrary state X of a BGS ASM. X is losed under nite sets (every nite set of
elements of X onstitutes another element of X ) and is equipped with the usual
set-theoreti operations. Thus X is in nite but a nite part of X ontains all the
essential information. The number of atoms of X , that is elements that are not
sets, is nite, and there is a nullary fun tion symbol Atoms interpreted as the set
of all atoms. It is easy to write a BGS ASM program that simulates the example
parallel algorithm above.
forall x 2 Atoms
if fy : y 2 Atoms : E(y,x) ^ :(M(y))g = ;
then M(x) := true

Note that x and y are mathemati al variables like the variables of rst-order logi .
They are not programming variables and annot be assigned values. In omparison
to the ase of sequential ASMs, there are two main new features in the syntax of
BGS ASMs:
 set- omprehension terms ft(x) : x 2 r : '(x)g, and
 forall rules.

In [6℄, we introdu ed the notion of a ba kground of an ASM. BGS ASMs have a set
ba kground. The spe i ation language AsmL, mentioned in the introdu tion, has
a ri h ba kground that in ludes a set ba kground, a sequen e ba kground, a map
ba kground, et . The ba kground that naturally arises in the analysis of wide-step
algorithms is a multiset ba kground. That is the ba kground used in [7℄.
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6.4 The wide-step hara terization theorem
Theorem 6.2 (ASM Chara terization of Wide-Step Algorithms) For every parallel algorithm A there is a parallel abstra t state ma hine B behaviorally
equivalent to A. In parti ular, B simulates A step for step.

Thus, Boolean ir uits and PRAMs an be seen as spe ial wide-step ASMs (whi h
does not make then any less valuable). The existing quantum omputer models
satisfy our postulates as well [20℄ assuming that the environment provides random
bits when needed. The orresponding wide-step ASMs need physi al quantumomputer implementation for eÆ ient exe ution.
7

Toward

formalization

of

distributed

algo-

rithms

Distributed abstra t state ma hines were de ned in [25℄. They are extensively used
by the ASM ommunity [1℄ but the problem of apturing distributed algorithms is
open. Here we on entrate on one aspe t of this important problem: intera tion
between a sequential-time agent and the rest of the system as seen by the agent.
One may have an impression that this aspe t has been overed be ause all along
we studied runs where steps of the algorithm are interleaved with steps made by
the environment. But this interleaving mode is not general enough.
If we assume that ea h agent's steps are atomi , then interleaving mode seems
adequate. But a more detailed analysis reveals that even in this ase a slight
modi ation is needed. See Subse tion 7.1.
But in fa t an agent's steps need not be atomi be ause agents an intera t with
their environments not only in the inter-step fashion but also in the intra-step
fashion. It is ommon in the AsmL experien e that, during a single step, one
agent alls on other agents, re eives \ allba ks", alls again, et . It is mu h harder
to generalize the two hara terization theorems to intra-step intera tion.
7.1 Trivial updates in distributed omputation

Consider a small-step abstra t state ma hine A. In Se tion 5, we restri ted attention to runs where steps of A are interleaved with steps of the environment. Now
turn attention to distributed omputing where the agents do not ne essarily take
turns to ompute. Assume that A is the algorithm exe uted by one of the agents.
Re all that an update of a lo ation ` of the urrent state of A is the a tion of
repla ing the urrent ontent a of ` with some ontent b. Call the update trivial
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if a = b. In Se tion 5 we ould ignore trivial updates. But we have to take them
into a ount now. A trivial update of ` matters in a distributed situation when
the lo ation ` is shared: typi ally only one agent is allowed to write into a lo ation
at any given time, and so even a trivial update by one agent would prevent other
agents from writing to the same lo ation at the same time.
Re all that (X ) is the set of nontrivial updates omputed by the algorithm A at
X during one step. Let + (X ) be the set of all updates, trivial or not, omputed
by A at X during the one step. It seems obvious how to generalize Se tion 5
in order to take are of trivial updates: just strengthen the bounded-exploration
postulate by repla ing  with +. There is, however, a little problem. Nothing in
the urrent de nition of a small-step algorithm A guarantees that there is a +(X )
map asso iated with it. ((X ) is de nable in terms of X and A(X ).) That is why
we started this subse tion by assuming that A is an ASM. Eu also has a +(X )
map: if X is the state where a = 6 and b = 9 then +(X ) = f(a; 3); (b; 6)g, and if Y
is a state of A where a = b = 3 then (Y ) = f(a; 0)g and + (Y ) = f(a; 0); (b; 3)g.
To generalize Se tion 5 in order to take into a ount trivial updates, do the following.
 Strengthen the abstra t-state postulate by assuming that there is a mapping
+ asso iating a set of updates with every state X of the given algorithm A
in su h a way that the set of non-trivial updates in + (X ) is exa tly (X ).
 Strengthen the de nition of behavioral equivalen e of sequential algorithms
by requiring that the two algorithms produ e the same +(X ) at every state
X.
 Strengthen the bounded exploration postulate by repla ing  with +.
It is easy to he k that Theorem 5.6, the small-step hara terization theorem,
remains valid.
Remark 7.1 In a similar way, we re ne the de nition of wide-step algorithms and
strengthen Theorem 6.2, the wide-step hara terization theorem.
Remark 7.2 Another generalization of Se tion 5, to algorithms with the output
ommand, is des ribed in [7℄. The two generalizations of Se tion 5 are orthogonal
and an be ombined. The output generalization applies to wide-step algorithms
as well.
7.2 Intra-step intera ting algorithms

During the exe ution of a single step, an algorithm may all on its environment to
provide various data and servi es. The AsmL experien e showed the importan e
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of intra-step ommuni ation between an algorithm and its environment. AsmL
programs routinely all on outside omponents to perform various jobs.
The idea of su h intra-step intera tion between an algorithm and its environment
is not new to the ASM literature; external fun tions appear already in the tutorial
[23℄. In simple ases, one an pretend that intra-step intera tion redu es to interstep intera tion, that the environment prepares in advan e the appropriate values
of the external fun tions. In general, even if su h a redu tion is possible, it requires
an omnis ient environment and is utterly impra ti al
The urrent authors are preparing a series of arti les extending Theorems 5.6 and
6.2 to intra-step intera ting algorithms. In either ase, this involves
 axiomati de nitions of intra-step intera ting algorithms,
 pre ise de nitions of intra-step intera ting abstra t state ma hines,
 the appropriate extension of the notion of behavioral equivalen e,
 veri ation that the ASMs satisfy the de nitions of algorithms,
 a proof that every intra-step intera ting algorithm is behaviorally equivalent
to an intra-step intera ting ASM.
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